
CLEVERPARK
The classic all-rounder
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CLEVERPARK
Cleverpark planks, available in two different 
lengths, suit every room and offer a diverse 

range of colours, wood types, surface treatments 
and installation options. The longer version  

can also be installed with the innovative  
Silente technology.
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CLEVERPARK 900  Oak Mandorla 34, Laying pattern 12

The Cleverpark formats are an ideal solution for every taste and 
every living situation. Be it a compact children’s room in the 
classic ship deck pattern for a cosier mood, or a spacious loft with 
something more creative, Cleverpark is always an eye-catcher.

Cleverpark

CLEVER MEETS  
CREATIVE

Classic and creative patterns
Long planks impress with the large variety of classic and 
creative patterns for a very personal room experience!  
Whilst the 1250 mm long plank is commonly installed in  
the popular ship deck pattern, the 900 mm Cleverpark  
plank is the longest plank in our range that can be used for 
the herringbone pattern. With its clever 1:9 dimension  
ratio, it can be used for many other classic and modern  
laying patterns.

Cleverpark 900 – 900 × 100 × 9.5 mm 
Cleverpark 1250 – 1250 × 100 × 9.5 mm



CLEVERPARK 900  Oak Farina 14, Laying pattern 14CLEVERPARK 900  Oak Caramello 34, Laying pattern 1
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Cleverpark can create very different visual effects and produce 
any kind of aesthetic in a room, from a shipdeck classic look to a 
more creative pattern. The long plank wields the full potential  
of the traditional art of parquet laying and brings creative variety 
to the floor.

Cleverpark 900

LAYING 
PATTERNS

Our longest herringbone planks 
The 900 mm long Cleverpark plank is the longest parquet 
plank in our product range that can be used to form a  
herringbone pattern. For some time, herringbone has  
enjoyed a big revival, and is the prime discipline for parquet 
installers. Whether integrated into a classic old building  
look or reinterpreted from a modern perspective, the exquisite  
arrow-shaped pattern creates a refined and unique appea-
rance and results in interesting lighting effects. This way, 
parquet becomes a real eye-catcher in the room. 

Clever creativity
Thanks to its elegant 1:9 dimension ratio, Cleverpark 900 
works well not only with herringbone but many other  
classic and modern laying patterns such as parallel ladders 
and cubes.
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And which is your personal  
Cleverpark 900 laying pattern?
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As an additional option, Cleverpark 1250 is also available with 
innovative Silente technology. This provides a sound insulation 
mat that significantly reduces walking and impact sounds.  
For a pleasant working atmosphere in open-plan offices and a 
quieter life with children in multi-storey buildings. 

Cleverpark 1250 Silente

SILENT AND  
SUSTAINABLE

The innovative system solution
The Silente technology by Bauwerk Parquet is an innovative 
system solution that guarantees reduced ambient sound and 
optimum impact sound improvement thanks to its successful 
combination of parquet with the Silente ambient and impact 
sound insulation. Cleverpark 1250 Silente comes with the 
underlay already attached.

A circular product
The use of Silente technology is ideal for both new cons-
truction and renovations. The Silente ambient- and impact 
sound insulation underlay does not age and acts as a sepa- 
rating layer, facilitating swift and easy dismantling if the 
f loor is to be taken out. The underlay is odourless and free 
of unwanted emissions, creating a healthy living environ-
ment. Cleverpark 1250 Silente is also Cradle to Cradle® 
Gold certified – synonymous with circular economy and 
the highest sustainability and health standards.

CLEVERPARK 1250  Oak smoked 14, Laying pattern 5



The versatility of the healthy living Cleverpark parquet, which is  
produced at the Bauwerk headquarters in St. Margrethen, is unique  
and offers the ideal solution for every taste and every living  
situation. Cleverpark is representative of high-quality workmanship, 
precision, the careful use of resources and the most stringent  
quality controls – plus, real value for money.

Discover the variety of wood types and colours our Cleverpark formats 
have to offer:

Cleverpark 900 & Cleverpark 1250

COLOUR  
OVERVIEW
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OAK SLIGHTLY SMOKED

OAK SMOKED CREMA

OAK FARINA

OAK SLIGHTLY SMOKED 
CREMA

OAK SMOKED

ASH FARINA

OAK CRETA

CHERRY AMERICAN

MAPLE CANADIAN

OAK AVORIO

WALNUT AMERICAN

OAK CREMA

OAK SLIGHTLY SMOKED 
CACAO

OAK MANDORLAOAK

OAK OAK CARAMELLO

OAK FARROOAK GRANO

CLEVERPARK 900

CLEVERPARK 1250

OAK SASSO

OAK FARINA

OAK MANDORLA
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OAK AVORIOOAK CREMA



The planks create a harmoniously smooth overall look  
and the brushed finish makes them pleasant to walk  
on barefoot. Cleverpark is based on HDF technology  
with a resource-efficient 2.5 mm-top layer.

Cleverpark 900 & Cleverpark 1250

HEALTHY FOR  
PEOPLE & NATURE

Cleverpark – Healthy for people & nature | 15

CLEVERPARK 900  Oak Caramello 34, Laying pattern 1

Powerful and durable
With its full-area bonding, the plank ensures a footfall as 
quiet as a whisper and optimal use of energy with floor  
heating systems. The HDF technology combines high  
performance with minimal use of natural wood resources.

All Cleverpark products are produced in Switzerland, are  
tested by independent institutes and perfect for healthy living.
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SWISS
PRECISION

PERSONAL
WELL-BEING

INNOVATIVE
PARQUET SOLUTIONS

INGENIOUS
DESIGN

In 1935, Ernst Göhner brought the idea of solid parquet to series production before  
founding Bauwerk Parkett in 1944. Since then, Bauwerk has been researching,  
developing and manufacturing innovative, aesthetic parquet solutions of the highest  
quality with great passion and Swiss precision. Original parquet floors from  
Bauwerk, one of the leading parquet manufacturers in Europe, offer the unique feel  
of a piece of real nature that provides tangible warmth and healthy living for a  
perfectly balanced atmosphere in any room.  bauwerk-parkett.com


